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Outline 

!  Birth of world’s first hard x-ray FEL - LCLS 

!  Non-resonant high intensity x-ray phenomena 
  Atoms: Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe    

!  Resonant high intensity x-ray processes 
  Rabi flopping, stimulated Raman    

!  Towards single particle imaging --- with hard x-rays &  also 
water window 

!  New XFEL capabilities  
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X-FEL	based	on	last	1-km	of	exis3ng	3-km	linac	
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April 10, 2009:  LCLS lases at 1.5Å 

! 	Satura3on	aKer	~65	meters	of	undulator!	
! 	Alignment	req’d	5	microns	over	100	m				

Paul	Emma		PAC	2009	proceedings	

YAG	screen	50	m	downstream	

84	meters	of	FEL	Undulator	Installed 

YAG	screen	
	50	m	downstream	0.25	nC		

bunch	charge	

21:33:52	

10	mm	

21:03:03	
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Science Drivers for LCLS 

AMO:	Atomic	Molecular	and	Op3cal	

SXR:	SoK	X-ray	Materials	Science	

XPP:	X-ray	Pump-Probe	

XCS:	X-ray	Correla3on	Spectroscopy	

CXI:		Coherent	X-ray	Imaging	

MEC:		Materials	in	Extreme	Condi3ons	

AMO		
•	Understand	and	control	x-ray	atom/molecule	interac3ons	at	ultrahigh	x-ray	intensity	as	a	
founda3on	for	other	applica3ons.	
•	Provide	diagnos3cs	of	the	LCLS	radia3on	
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Single molecule imaging 
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AMO questions at the ultraintense x-ray frontier 

•   fundamental nature of x-ray  
   damage at high intensity 
      -Coulomb explosion  
      -electronic damage 
      -behavior at 1022 W/cm2 - 1Å 

•  nonlinear x-ray processes 
 role of coherence 

•  quantum control of  
   inner-shell processes 

Before                      During ~10 fs        After ~50 fs 

3x1012 x-rays 
100 nm spot 
12 keV 

10 fs ⇒ 1022 W/cm2 

Neutze, Wouts, van der Spoel, Weckert, Hajdu   Nature 406, 752 (2000) 



LCLS Experiment 1 – Oct 1, 2009 
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Nature	of	the	electronic	response	to		

105	x-rays/Å2		
80	-	340	fs	

800	-	2000	eV	

~1018	W/cm2	

Original	single	molecule	imaging	parameters,	Neutze	et	al.	Nature	(2000)	
3	x	1012	x-rays/(100	nm)2	=	3	x	106	x-rays/Å2		

10	fs	
~1022	W/cm2	
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!  Start	with	a	well-characterized	target	

!  Probe	changes	in	interac3on	from	outer-	to	inner-shell	between	 	
	800-2000	eV	

Our approach to understanding ultraintense x-ray 
interactions 

Binding	energies	in	neutral	neon	
		2p	:	~21	eV	

		2s	:	~48	eV	

		1s	:	~870	eV	
Inner-shell	excita3on	

	Auger	yield	98%	
	Auger	clock	-	τ1s:	2.4	fs 

n=2 

neon photoabsorption 
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Guided by theory 

Theory:  Rohringer & Santra, PRA 76, 033416 (2007) 

LCLS specs 
1013 x-rays 
230 fs 
1 µm spot 

Three	target	energies:		800	eV,	1050	eV,	2000	eV	
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Valence ionization, core ionization and Auger decay 

Sequen3al	single	photon	processes	dominate	the	interac3on	
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How does one arrive at a particular charge state? 

Low 
Intensity 
PAP 

High 
Intensity 
PPA 

•  Hollow atoms produced at high x-ray intensity 
•  Electron spectroscopy can define the mechanism 
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High field physics chamber 

ion TOF 

5 eTOFs for 
angular 
distributions 

Ne gas jet 

John Bozek 
Christoph Bostedt 



Day 1 – two interesting observations 
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!  Single	~100	fs	pulse	at	2000	eV	fully	strips	neon				

	 		6-photon,	10-electron	process	

!  Shorter	pulses	with	equal	pulse	energy	&	fluence	suppress	absorp3on	&	damage.	
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Theory can model ultraintense x-ray-induced 
electronic damage in neon  
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Theory	
•	Intensity	averaged	
•	Fluence	determined	
	by	experiment	

Consistent	with		
		“measured”	pulse		
		energy	and	focus.	

Sang-Kil	Son,	Robin	Santra	–	refined	calcs	include	shakeoff	–	G.	Doumy	et	al,	PRL	2011			
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Atoms become transparent at high x-ray intensity ! 

	-	x-ray	absorp3on	is	due	to	the	presence	of	1s	electrons	
	-	high	x-ray	intensi3es	eject	both	1s	electrons	rendering	the	atom	transiently	transparent	
	-	slowing	atomic	clocks	create	transparency	at	surprisingly	long	3mescales		
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Electron spectrometers track ionization mechanism 
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“Fast”	valence	photoelectrons	and	Augers	
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Clean	hollow	atom	signature	
double-core-hole	Auger			

	θ	=	90o	
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Hollow atom production: deliberate, huge and an a 
an indicator of x-ray pulse duration 

1050	eV,		
nominal	electron	bunch	
dura3on	~80	fs	

Hollow	atom	yield		
@	LCLS	~10%	
@	synchrotron	~0.3%		
					due	to	electron	correla3on	



Summary: non-resonant ultraintense x-ray interactions 
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!  Ultraintense	x-ray	interac3ons	–	nonlinear	mul3photon	processes	rule!	
	-	establish	sequen3al	single	photon	absorp3on	as	dominant	ioniza3on	mechanism	
	 	fully	stripped	neon:		six-photon,	ten-electron		(	~1012/µm2)	

	-	mul3ple	photon	absorp3on	probability	high	when	fluence	>	1/σ  

	-	controlled	electron	stripping	(outer	v	inner	shells)
!  X-ray	induced	transparency	–	a	general	phenomena	

	-	transient	x-ray	transparency	caused	by	ejec3on	of	inner-shell	electrons	

	-	induced	transparency	=	frustrated	absorp3on	=	core-level	bleaching		
		 	molecules:		Hoener	et	al.,	PRL	104,	253002	(2010)	
		 	clusters:		Schorb	et	al.,	PRL	108,	233401	(2012)	
	 	solids:		Yoneda	et	al.,		Nat.	Comm.	(2014),	Rackstraw	et	al.,	PRL	(2015)	

	-	implica3ons	for	imaging:		σscay/σabs	is	increased		
!  Femtosecond	3me-scale	atomic	processes	provide	FEL	diagnos3cs	



Direct two-photon absorption cross section small 
He-like neon 

21	G.	Doumy	et	al.,	PRL	106,	083002	(2011).		

Below	threshold	

Above	threshold	ioniza8on	

Two	pathways	for	produc9on	of	Ne9+	

Signature	of	2γ absorp9on  	
Absolute	value	of	σ(2) enhanced			by	nearby	
1s	->	4p	resonance 		



Cu 

Two-photon absorption cross-sections v Z 
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Ge:	Tamasaku	et	al.,	Nat	Phot	(2014)	
Zr:			Ghimire	et	al.,	PRA	94,	043418	
(2016)	
Cu:		Szchlactko	et	al,	Sci	Rep	(2016)	

Maria	Goeppert-Mayer	

1GM	

Atomic	number	
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Gain	medium:		500	torr	neon,	1.5	cm,	LCLS	focused	to	~1-2	µm	
Stable	wavelength,	same	divergence	as	XFEL	pump,	10000x	increase	output	for	2x	increase	pump	power		

Nature	481,	488	(2012)	
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Resonant	x-ray	processes	at	high	intensity	

LCLS	Expt	5	
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Can we control inner-shell electron dynamics? 
“Rabi flopping” may inhibit Auger decay & x-ray damage. 

unlikely 		 somewhat	
likely	

very		
likely	

1s→3p	

- 	Strong	1s→3p	resonance	

    µNe 1s-3p = 0.01 ea0 

      τNe 1s-1 = 2.4 fs = 100 a.u. 

- 	Rabi	flopping	possible	
								ENe ~ 6.3 a.u. 
       INe ~ 1.4 x1018 W/cm2	But	LCLS	linewidth	~	8	eV!	
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Rabi-flopping on 1s - 2p resonance more feasible  

(c)(b)

1s

2s

3p

2p

1s

2s

3p

2p

(a)

1s

2s

3p

2p

Observe Auger yield when x-rays scanned over 1s - 2p resonance. 
Observe broadening at resonance to indicate Rabi flopping 

 Theory:  Rohringer & Santra PRA (2008). 

Ex-ray = 848.6 eV 
σ1s-2p = 500σ2p-∞ = 30 σ1s-3p  



Looking for Rabi flopping: unveiling and driving 
hidden resonances with LCLS pulses 
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E.	P.	Kanter	et	al.,	PRL	(2011)	

! 	High	fluence	pulse	alters	target	to	reveal	
enormous	“hidden”	resonances	~1000x	larger	
than	background	

! 	X-ray	absorp3on	spectrum	changes	rduring	the	
fs	dura3on	pulse	



Is the 1D Auger line broadened on 1s-2p resonance? 
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Theory	from	N.	Rohringer	and	R.	Santra	E.P.	Kanter	et	al.,	PRL	(2011)	



SASE vs Gaussian pulse for Rabi flopping 
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Summary: resonant x-ray processes at high intensity 
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!  First	hint	of	Rabi	cycling	for	inner-shell	electrons:		Ne	1s	–	2p	resonance	

!  Need	XFEL	with	improved	longitudinal	coherence	–	SEEDING	
-  Quantum	control	–	mul3dimensional	spectroscopies	

-  Single	par3cle	imaging	(reduced	radia3on	damage	&	increased	x-ray	intensity)	

!  “Hidden”	resonances	cri3cal	in	atomic	response	to	ultraintense	x-rays	
-  Enhanced	two-photon	absorp3on	probability			

-  Doumy	et	al.,	PRL	106,	083002	(2011)	

-  Ioniza3on	beyond	sequen3al	single	photon	model	
-  Schorb	et	al.,	PRL	108,	233401	(2012)	-	Ar	

-  Rudek	et	al.,	Nat.	Phot.	6,	858	(2012)	–	Xe	

-  Rudek	et	al.,	Phys.	Rev.	A	87,	023413	(2013)	–	Kr	



Stimulated Raman scattering in Ne with SASE pulse 
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Weninger	et	al,	PRL	111,	233902	(2013)	
Weninger	&	Rohringer,	PRA	88,	053421	(2013)	

Expt	 Theory	

Small	overlap	of	SASE	pulse	w/resonances	
Tail	of	SASE	pulse	used	to	s3mulate	Raman	

SRS	Signature:		
Stochas3c	scayering	intensity	below	edge	
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Improving	the	X-ray	Laser	



Hard x-ray self-seeding proposed 2010 
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Geloni,	Kocharyan,	Saldin	(DESY)	

Power	aPer	diamond	xtal	

Monochroma9c	
seed	power	

5	MW	

6	µm	

XFEL	spectrum	
aPer	diamond	xtal	

Diamond	C(004):	100µm	
	λ = 0.15	nm,	θΒ 	=	57o	

arXiv:1008.3036v1	Geloni			



Hard x-ray self seeding realized Jan 2012 – P. Emma et al. 
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Diamond	OUT	 Diamond	IN	

Bandwidth	<10-4		at	8-9	keV	and	tunable		
But	…	did	not	achieve	satura3on	and	power	jiyer	s3ll	present	

J.	Amann	et	al.,	Nature	Photonics	6,	693	(2012)	



On the road to a TW FEL :   LCLS-TN-11-3 
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200	m	undulator	tapered	

1013	x-rays	@	8-10	keV	
10	fs		

GENESIS	simula3on	

Also	arXiv	Jun	2013:		S.	Serkez	et	al.		10	TW	FEL,	1014	x-rays,	10	fs	@	3.5	keV			
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Towards	single	par3cle	imaging	
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Mimivirus	
-Largest	known	virus	–	0.75	µm	
-Does	not	crystallize	
-Large	for	3D	cryoelectron	microscopy	
Single	Shot	Scayering	Payern	
			2D:		32	nm	resolu3on	
Set	of	198	scayering	payerns	
			3D:		reconstruc3on	to	120	nm	

Seibert	et	al.,	Nature	470,	78	(2011)		

Ekeberg	et	al.,	PRL	(2015)		
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“And	there	are	s3ll	open	ques3ons	on	the	impact	of	electronic	
damage	on	x-ray	scayering	on	femtosecond	3me	scales:	The	
above-men3oned	work	by	Neutze	et	al.	tracked	the	movements	
of	the	atomic	nuclei	of	the	biomolecule,	showing	they	don’t	
move	on	the	few-femtosecond	3mescale	of	an	x-ray	pulse.	
Electrons,	however,	move	faster	than	nuclei.		Since	electrons	are	
what	scayers	x	rays,	it	is	yet	to	be	confirmed	that	few-	
femtosecond	pulses	can	probe	an	unperturbed	electronic	
structure.”				-	Keith	Nugent	

March	2,	2015	

on	Ekeberg	et	al.,	PRL	(2015)		



Beyond the sequential single photon ionization model 
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@1500	eV				
							sequen3al	single	photon	limit	27+	
							observe	36+	
@2000	eV	
							sequen3al	single	photon	limit	32+	
							observe	32+	
Rudek	et	al.,	Nat.	Pho.	(2012)	

Xenon	

	@	480	eV		
							sequen3al	single	photon	limit	10+	
							observe	13+	

							Schorb	et	al.,	PRL	(2012)	

Argon	



Resonance-enabled x-ray multiple ionization 

40	B.	Rudek	et	al.,	Nat.	Phot.	(2012)	



Tracking electronic configurations during XFEL pulse  
including resonances! 

41	P.	Ho,	C.	Bostedt,	S.	Schorb,	L.	Young,	PRL	113,	253001	(2014)		

Monte	Carlo	Rate	Equa3on	Approach	

Path	to	Ar	12+	



X-ray diffraction image – electronic & structural damage 
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AMO approach to the ultraintense x-ray frontier 
•   Complete	simula3on	of	experimental	
observables	w/	atomis3c	detail	(MC/MD)	

-Monte	Carlo	for	quantum	processes	
-Molecular	dynamics	to	follow	ions	and	
electrons		

• 		Expt’l	AMO	observables:	
Ion,	photoelectron,	Auger,	fluorescence	and	
x-ray	diffrac3on	payern	

• 	Computa3ons	on	large	scale	systems 

EIAF

P

L

ES RE TBR

Ar	cluster	–	7	shell	

748kcores	
786	TB	memory	
10	PetaFLOPS	

Phay	Ho	
Chris	Knight	



Electronic damage: from atoms to complex systems 
!  Electronic	damage	effect	on	biological	systems	considered	

–  H.	Quiney	&	K.	Nugent,	NatPhot	(2011)	–	frozen	la~ce,	no	Compton	

–  U.	Lorenz	et	al.,	PRE	(2012)	–	frozen	la~ce,	no	Compton	Scayering	
–  J.	Slowik	et	al.,	NJP	(2014)	–	Compton	Scayering	considered	for	carbon	atom	
–  O.	Yu.	Gorobtsov	et	al.,	PRE	(2015)	w/	Compton	Scayering	on		

	 	 	27	nm,	200,000	non-hydrogen	atoms	
•  	Frozen	la~ce	appx	–	(typically	assumed	valid	for	pulses	<5	fs)	

•  	Compton	scayering	substan3al	contribu3on	in	hard	x-ray	region	1A	

•  	Compton	scayering	limits	resolu3on	to	4	Å			

–  C.	H.	Yoon	et	al.,	Sci.	Rep.	(2016)	–	full	start-to-end	XFEL	simula3on		
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No	damage	 30	fs	w/damage	

5	x	1011/pulse	@	5keV	
250	x	160	nm2	
64	kD	protein	
5.3	Å	half-period	resolu3on	



Simulations on a non-biological, high-Z system 
7-shell Ar cluster electron and ion dynamics  

1014 photons/µm2 @ 8 keV 
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30	fs	
FWHM	

2	fs	
FWHM		

P.	Ho	et	al.	PRA	(2016)	



Cluster expansion – but pulse weighted average   
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“Original”	structure	recoverable	despite	substan3al	atom	movement	
Analogous	to	“self-termina3ng	Bragg	gates”	in	XFEL	crystallography	



Scattering patterns for 7-shell Ar   
8 keV, 30 fs and 2 fs pulses 
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Three	major	contribu3ons:		nanopar3cle,	free	electron	&	Compton	scayering		



    Reconstruction in the face of radiation damage–ideal case 

1012	ph/μm2		 1014	ph/μm2		 1015	ph/μm2		

7-shell	Ar	cluster,	~	5nm	
			1415	atoms	,	25470	e-	
			8	keV,	2	fs	

Ideal	case	reconstruc3on	
Complete	Q-space	info	in	3D	available	
1-D:	Qmax	=	3.24	Å-1,	dQ	=	0.065Å-1	
No	noise	

Atomic	level	info	s3ll	visible	@	1014/µm2	

With	Miklos	Tegze	&	Gyula	Faigel	



Single particle imaging: bio v non-biological systems 
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! 	Compton	scayering	plays	a	smaller	role	

! 	High-Z	systems	require	shorter	pulses	
Inner-shell	life3mes:		Carbon	~10	fs,		Argon	~1	fs		

! 		Two	effects	analogous	to	serial	femtosecond	crystallography:	
	Pulse-weighted	scayering	allows	structure	recovery	despite	atomic	movement	
	 	--	self-termina3ng	Bragg	gates	
	Distribu3on	of	radia3on	damage	favors	larger	samples			

Ar	
Z=18	

C	
Z=6	

P.	Ho	et	al.,	PRA	(2016)	



Why water window flash imaging at XFELs? 

50	50	

Cryo	fixa3on	

Op9cal	microscopy:	superresolu9on	imaging	

Chemical	labelling	

SoP	x-ray	tomography	

XFEL	flash	imaging	has	the	poten3al	to	interrogate	cells,	viruses	..	in	na3ve	state		
with	nanometer	resolu3on	–	Janos	Hajdu	



Imaging just below the oxygen K-edge w/FELs 
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•	Resonances	just	below	the	oxygen	K-edge	increase	ioniza3on	&	decrease	scayering	power		
•	Pulse	dura3on	dependence:	10x	decrease	scayering	power	between	2	and	180	fs.		

Uppsala	expt’l	data	&		Phay	Ho	calcs	



Ultra-intense x-ray interactions in molecules – CH3I 
  hard x-rays at 1020 W/cm2 
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LCLS:	CXI	instrument	
8.3	keV,	30	fs,	1.1	mJ,	0.1	µm2	

1020	W/cm2	

Nature	June	1,	2017	
Artem	Rudenko	
Sang-Kil	Son		

• 	Maximum	total	charge	54+	
• 	Greater	than	analogous	atom	Xe		48+	
• 	Greater	than	analogous	SACLA	expt		which	
obtains	22+	w/	50x	less	pulse	energy	



Charge rearrangement enhanced x-ray ionization 
of molecules:  “CREXIM” 
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A.	Rudenko	et	al.		
Nature	546	129	(2017)	

• 		Sequen3al	single	photon	processes	dominate	-	now	with	nearby	reservoir	of	electrons.		
• 		XMOLECULE	calculates	the	molecular	electronic	structure	–	unlike	XMDYN	
• 		CREXIM	mechanism	may	be	more	important	in	larger	molecules	and	clearly	important	for	
radia3on	damage	



Expt’l Strategy:  spectroscopy + imaging  
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Simultaneous	ion	yield	and	x-ray	diffrac9ve	image		
					Ion	&	electron	yields	sensi3ve	to	pulse	integral	
					X-ray	imaging	probes	only	during	the	pulse	
Cluster	size	from	small	angle	scacering	
Pulse	intensity	from	integral	of	scacering	

T.	Gorkhover	…	C.	Bostedt,	PRL	108,	245005	(2012)		



     X-ray pump/x-ray probe capabilities at LCLS - I 
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chicane for the hard x-ray self-seeding program [17]. In
self-seeding this magnetic chicane delays the electron
bunch relative to the x-rays and washes out the micro-
bunching generated in the first undulator section. Our
two-color FEL scheme uses this same function to produce
the delay-tunable two-colors, but in SASE mode rather
than seeded.

For this study, we combined the canted pole undulators,
the seeding chicane, and the emittance-spoiling foil to
demonstrate full control of the pulse duration, relative
delay, and spectral separation as the first experimental
study of two schemes for two-color soft x-ray FEL opera-
tion at the LCLS. The two schemes are depicted in Fig. 1.
Simulation studies were reported previously for similar
schemes in Ref. [15]. Both two-color schemes used the
LCLS in the soft x-ray regime at 1.5 keV with an
emittance-spoiling foil [18] to control the electron bunch
duration (scheme I) or to produce two bunches with a
variable delay (scheme II) [19]. The emittance-spoiling
foil is located in the second bunch compressor. The undu-
lator period was 3 cm and the electron beam energy was set
to 5.8 GeV. Each undulator’s magnetic length was 3.3 m
and a linear taper in K for each section compensated for
electron beam energy loss due to spontaneous emission and
wakefields. For each machine setting, a series of roughly
25000 single-shot spectra were recorded with the single-
shot soft x-ray spectrometer described in Ref. [20] using
the 100 lines=mm gratings.

Under scheme I, Fig. 1(a), the electron bunch passed
through a single-slot emittance spoiler. In our test, the
spoiler was set to pass a single unspoiled electron bunch
that corresponded to about 18 fs FWHM in duration. The
expected x-ray pulse duration is similar or shorter [19,21].
The pulse duration can be controlled by choosing the slot
width (a triangularly shaped slot) to satisfy different
experimental requirements. The peak current was set to
1.6 kA. An x-ray pulse was generated at wavelength !1 in
the first undulator section, U1, that was tuned to a strength
parameter K1 ¼ 3:481. The 9 undulators that comprised

U1 were chosen to yield an intense FEL pulse while
avoiding saturation. The energy spread developed by the
electron beam in U1 was therefore small enough to pre-
serve the electron beam for effective lasing in the subse-
quent section. The magnetic chicane between the two
undulator sections delayed the electron beam relative to
the photon beam and also washed out the microbunching
that developed in U1. Set to zero deflection, the chicane
(it is a drift actually) produced a minimal delay between
the two pulses, "min ¼ l=vdrift " l=c, where c is the speed
of light, l# 4 m is the length between undulator sections,
and vdrift is the drift velocity of the electron bunch. This
drift mismatch is typically in the range of tens of atto-
seconds and so we refer to this minimal delay as 0 fs.
Although the maximum delay could be as long as 40 fs,
the chicane was used to produce a maximum of 25 fs of
delay for this study. The second 10 undulator long section,
U2, was tuned to a strength parameter K2 ¼ 3:504, to
produce a second x-ray pulse at the wavelength !2.
A sequence of 15 consecutive shots, displayed in Fig. 2

shows that the majority of the shots produce two spectrally
separated pulses. Common to the SASE process, the indi-
vidual pulses show a multimode spectral structure that is
a bit too fine for the spectrometer resolution. The shot-to-
shot energy jitter does not affect the energy separation and
so the electron beam energy fluctuations can be sorted in
postanalysis to yield the linear dependence of photon
energy on electron beam energy. This linear dependence
is evident in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) where the results have been
averaged, peak normalized for each electron beam energy,
and sorted accordingly for 0 and 25 fs delays, respectively.
We note that plotted this way, we can identify only very
slight systematic variation of the relative peak shapes
versus photon energy. The spectra are subsequently real-
igned based on the correlation, averaged, and shown in
Figs. 3(c) and 3(d).
The energy-aligned spectra show an average energy

difference between the two pulses of 20 eV or 1.3%
of the mean photon energy with the earlier described
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FIG. 1 (color online). Two-color FEL schemes tested at the LCLS. A single-slot (in scheme I) or double-slot (in scheme II) emittance
spoiling foil was used to generate ultrashort single or double electron bunches. The emittance-spoiling foil is located in the second
bunch compressor. A magnetic chicane, designed for hard x-ray self-seeding purpose, was adopted here to control the temporal delay
between the two-color pulses.
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One	e-bunch	–	two	x-pulse	–	two	color	(Lutman	et	al.,		PRL	110,	134801	(2013))	

The X-ray free-electron laser (XFEL) is the brightest source
of X-rays for scientific applications1–4. The unique
properties of XFELs have attracted the interest of a wide

community of scientists (for example, see refs 5–7). Despite the
enormous success of XFELs, the effort to improve and extend
their capabilities is growing steadily, fueled by user demands for
new modes of operation4,8–12 and more precise photon and
electron diagnostics13–15.

Two-colour pulses are an example of custom-made X-rays
from a free-electron laser (FEL), where two pulses of different
photon energy and with a variable time delay are generated.
Two-colour X-rays have received considerable attention at many
FEL facilities worldwide16–21. This mode of operation allows
users to probe the dynamics of ultra-fast processes triggered by a
high-intensity X-ray pump, with a time resolution on the order of
a few femtoseconds. For example, in the field of time-resolved
resonant X-ray spectroscopy, two colour pulses allow the selective
excitation of molecular and atomic processes, such as chemical
bond breakage and rearrangement. High-intensity two-colour
FELs also allow the study of warm dense matter with time-
resolved X-ray pump/X-ray probe experiments22,23 as well as the
experimental investigation of X-ray-induced Coulomb explosion
in atom clusters and nanocrystals at the femtosecond scale.
Finally, in the field of coherent X-ray imaging, there is a
widespread interest in extending multiple wavelength anomalous
dispersion (MAD) imaging24 to fourth-generation light sources
using serial femtosecond crystallography5.

In an XFEL, an intense electron bunch travels in a magnetic
undulator, generating a high-power X-ray pulse (ranging form a
few GW to several tens of GW) with narrow bandwidth (between
0.005 and 0.1%) and duration between a few femtoseconds and a
few hundred femtoseconds1. The central wavelength lr is given
by the resonance formula25

lr ¼ lw
1þ K2

2

2g2 ; ð1Þ

where lw is the undulator period, g is the beam’s Lorentz factor
and K the scaled amplitude of the magnetic field. At X-ray
energies, the methods developed so far rely on generating two
X-ray colours by using two distinct values of K with a quasi
mono-energetic electron beam16,20,21. Although this approach
can achieve full control of the time and energy separation, the
intensity of both pulses is lower than the saturation level because
the same electron bunch is used for lasing twice, yielding a total
power typically between 5 and 15% of the full saturation power.

Here we show how two independent electron bunches of
different energies can be used to generate two X-ray pulses in one
undulator (we will refer to this technique as the twin-bunch
method). Our method builds on the recent application of pulse-
stacking techniques to high-brightness electron injectors19,26,27.
In this case, each X-ray pulse is generated by one electron bunch
and can reach the full saturation power, improving the two-
colour intensity by one order of magnitude at hard X-ray
energies. In addition to improving the peak power of two-colour
FELs, twin-bunches allow the use of MAD imaging techniques at
XFEL facilities by combining two-colour FELs with the existing
hard X-ray self-seeding capability8. This new capability has been
successfully tested in user experiments at Linac Coherent Light
Source (LCLS) in a wide variety of fields.

Results
Twin-bunch experiment at hard X-rays. The twin-bunch
method is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1. The electrons are
generated by a photocathode illuminated by a train of two laser
pulses (generated with a pulse stacker, see the Methods section)
with a variable delay on the order of a few picoseconds,
generating two separate electron bunches. The two bunches are
accelerated up to 15 GeV in the LCLS linear accelerator and
compressed from a peak current of 20 A to roughly 4 kA by
means of two magnetic chicanes. As a result of the bunch com-
pression, the final arrival time difference of the electron bunches
is on the order of a few tens of femtoseconds. As the acceleration/
compression system generates a time–energy correlation in the
electron beam, the two bunches also have different energies at the
end of the accelerator. Finally, the two compressed bunches are
sent into the undulator where they emit two X-ray pulses of
different energies. Although we will present experimental data at
a photon energy of 8.3 keV, the scheme described can work at any
photon energy in the available LCLS range (nominally from 300
to 10 keV).

The recently developed X-band transverse deflector13 provides
an effective diagnostic tool for this two-bunch technique.
Figures 2a and 2c show the measured longitudinal phase-space
of the two bunches at the end of the undulator beamline for the
unspoiled beam (that is, suppressing the lasing process with a large
transverse perturbation in the electron orbit) and for the beam
after the lasing process. The peak current is roughly 5 kA for a total
charge of 150 pC, with an energy separation of 70 MeV. Figure 2d
shows the temporal profile of the X-ray pulses reconstructed from
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Figure 1 | Schematic representation of the experiment. Illustration not to scale. From right to left: a laser pulse train generates two electron bunches at a
photocathode (the right inset shows the measured longitudinal phase-space at the photo-injector exit). The two bunches are accelerated in the LCLS
linac and compressed by means of two magnetic chicanes (the left inset shows the measured phase-space at the end of the beam line). Finally,
the two bunches are sent to an undulator for the emission of two X-ray FEL pulses. The two X-ray pulses have a tunable energy difference in the range
of a few percent and a variable time delay of tens of fs.
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Two	e-bunch	–	two	x-pulse	–	two	color	(Marinelli	et	al.,	Nat.	Comm.	6,	6369	(2015))	

Fresh-slice	mul3color	(Lutman	et	al.,	Nat.	Photon.	10,	745	(2016))	



Expt’l strategy II:  x-ray pump / x-ray probe 
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X-ray	pump	/	x-ray	probe	
8.39	keV	/	8.31	keV	
~1012	photons/(200	nm)2,	10	fs	
Δt	=	15-80	fs	

Xe	cluster:		70	nm,	3	x	106	atoms		
		Solid-to-nanoplasma	transi3on	
		Observed	la~ce	contrac3on	of	3%	in	80	
fs!!	

X-ray	pump	/	x-ray	probe	
690	eV	/	683	eV	
~1012	photons/5µm2,	10	fs	
Δt	=	4,	29,	54	fs	

XeF2		
	Monitor	inner-shell	hole	dynamics	
	Observed	appearance	of	F	ions				
following	Xe	3d	hole	crea3on	

Picon	…	Southworth	
Nat.	Comm.	(2016)		

Ferguson	…	Bostedt	
Science	Adv.	(2016)	



Evolution of ultrafast x-ray pump/x-ray probe    
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April	2014:	XeF2	Recoil	Ion	
	690	eV,	683	eV	
	~30	µJ,	10	fs	
	Δt	=	4,	29,	54	fs	

Nov	2016:		CO		Photoelectron	Spec	
	535	eV,	525	eV	
	~500	µJ,	pump	5-10	fs,	probe	5	fs	
	Δt	=	-10,	+10,	+40	fs	

	•		Two-color		->			fresh	slice			
	•		Recoil	ion		->				PES	



More XFEL capabilities becoming available  
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Seeded	soK	x-ray	beam	(Ratner	et	al.,	PRL		114,	054801	(2015))	

Polariza3on	control:	2	pulse	–	2	color	(Lutman	et	al.,	Nat.	Phot.	10,	468	(2016))	

Ayosecond	pulses	:		XLEAP	---	A.	Marinelli,	A.	Zholents	...	



International hard X-ray FELs here and on the horizon 
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2011	

2017	

2017	

2016	



Summary 
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!  AMO	physics	expts	&	theory	have	established	fundamental	understanding	of	the	
response	of	mayer	to	ultraintense	XFEL	irradia3on	
	-	sequen3al	single	(mul3)	photon	ioniza3on	dominates	
	-	intensity-induced	x-ray	transparency	(frustrated	absorp3on)		

	-	intense	x-rays	can	“control”	inner-shell	electron	dynamics	

	-	resonances	can	be	cri3cal	in	XFEL	interac3ons	

!  This	understanding	will	aid	in	the	quest	for	single	molecule	imaging	and	other	
applica3ons,	e.g.	high	energy	density	mayer	
- AMO	methods	(ion,	electron,	photon)	in	concert	with	theore3cal	&	computa3onal	studies	
promise	fuller	understanding	of	radia3on	damage	in	extended	systems	

!  Future	is	bright	with	beyer-characterized	ultraintense	x-ray	lasers,	mul3ple	pulse	
configura3ons,	ayosecond	pulses,	high	repe33on	rates	…	
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Argonne	AMO	group	Oct	2009	

Heroes	at	MCC	

Heroes	at	AMO	Control	
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X-ray sources: accelerator-based vs laser-based HHG 
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From:	Miao,	Ishikawa,	Robinson,	Murnane,	Science	348,	530	(2015)		

1013	x-rays/pulse/1%	BW	@	1	keV	
~100	fs	

105	x-rays/pulse/1%	BW	@	1	keV	
~1	fs	

XFELs	108	“brighter”	than	HHG	sources	
HHG	pulses	100x	shorter	&	self-synchronized	w/pump	laser	
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Compare ultraintense optical and x-ray sources 

Hign-intensity	at	op3cal	wavelengths	
			-	high	harmonic	genera3on	
			-	tabletop	coherent	x-ray	radia3on	
			-	ayosecond	pulses 		

High-intensity	at	x-ray	wavelengths	
?	
?	
?	

G.	Mourou	RMP	2006	 D.	Moncton,	George	Brown	



->	Look	for	Auger	line	broadening	on	resonance	

single	shot		

10,000-shot	
average		

N.	Rohringer	&	R.	Santra,	PRA	77,	053404	(2008)	

Calculated “Resonant Auger effect at high x-ray intensity” 
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XLEAP 

DT  = ~0.5 fs FWHM, Epulse ~ 20 to 50 uJ  
- 10x shorter than fastest pulse measured at LCLS. 
- - 4 times shorter than typical cooperation length. 

Enhanced SASE 
Use intense IR pulse in a 
wiggler to compress a 
fraction of the electron 
beam. 
(A. Zholents, 2005) 

From R. Schoenlein – atto @ LCLS initiative 


